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l if e st yle

“Finding Dory,” the ingeniously pleasing sequel to
“Finding Nemo,” opens with a scene that merges our
affection for a beloved character with a bit of a jolt.

We see Dory, the friendly blue tang fish from the first film, back
when she was a big-eyed toddler with a babyish gurgle, getting
trained by her parents, Charlie (Eugene Levy) and Jenny (Diane
Keaton), to tell a stranger (any stranger), “I suffer from short-
term memory loss.” The thing is, poor Dory really does-she can’t
even remember the phrase! It’s no wonder that her parents are
aghast with anxiety. In a flash, a character with a singular and
beguilingly funny trait-the inability to remember almost any-
thing for more than 10 seconds-comes at us in a whole new
way. She’s no longer a daffy amnesiac. She’s a child fish with a
serious disability.

Have the creators of “Finding Dory” gone all politically soft
and sensitive on us-in response, perhaps, to the memory-chal-
lenged community? Hardly. They’ve done something better:
figured out how to take an already perfect character and deep-
en her in an exquisitely satisfying way. Dory soon drifts away
from her parents, and not just because she doesn’t know how
to get back to them. She can barely remember that she has par-
ents. As surely as the death of Bambi’s mother, this primal set-
up rips a small emotional hole in the audience, one that we’re
desperate to see filled. “Finding Dory” then leaps forward to one
year after the first film, when Dory is an innocent grown-up
with no idea of what she’s looking for. To figure that out, she
must learn to stop forgetting.

It’s a film that spills over with laughs (most of them good, a
few of them shticky) and tears (all of them earned), supporting
characters who are meant to slay us (and mostly do) with their
irascible sharp tongues, and dizzyingly extended flights of
physical comedy. The images never stop dazzling us with their
awesome, tactile sheen —- their oceanic incandescence. (Who

needs 3D glasses? Even if you happen to see “Finding Dory” in
2D, just about every shot in it pops out at you with beauty.) In a
summer of tepid and disappointing sequels, audiences from
around the world will be grateful to encounter a sequel to a
movie as beloved as “Finding Nemo” that more than lives up to
the first film’s casually magical charms.

Ambition and achievement 
At this point, the Pixar films fall into a few distinct tiers of

ambition and achievement. There’s the visionary top drawer:
the timeless works of peerlessly witty, mind-opening artistry (all
three “Toy Story” films, “The Incredibles,” “Inside Out”). There are
the whimsically clever concoctions that may not, in the end, do
more than entertain you, but they do it splendidly (“Cars,”
“Monsters, Inc.” and its sequel, to name a few). There are the rare
overly busy duds (“Cars 2,” “A Bug’s Life”). “Finding Nemo” may
be in a category all its own. To this critic, it has never been quite
in the top drawer-it lacks that full-on audacity of imagination.
Yet it has so much zest, soul, and heart-of-the-ocean visual
poetry that it’s still a movie you can cherish as a classic. It’s basi-
cally a sentimental odyssey: Can Marlin (Albert Brooks), the
grumpy beleaguered clownfish, with the help of the winsomely
forgetful Dory, locate his missing son? And that raises a chal-
lenge for the sequel. How can it be the same...but truly differ-
ent?

In “Finding Dory,” our heroine, sparked by a split-second
brain flash, remembers-before she forgets again-that she has
parents, and that single momentary dislocation is enough to
retrigger the feeling that her family is out there. It’s enough to
tell her that she’s lost. So she decides to find them, with Brooks’
Marlin-and Nemo (Hayden Rolence) — in tow. If the movie were
just one more extended underwater search, it might have
played like glorified leftovers. And Dory, for a while, does seem

the unlikeliest candidate on earth to be a sidekick suddenly
placed center stage. Her epic personality tic threatens to
become annoying. 

But Stanton and MacLane, working from a script by Stanton
and Victoria Strouse, execute a minor marvel: Dory’s memory
starts firing-not in a false, un-Dory way, but one jaggedly sub-
liminal mind shard at a time, like a series of acid flashbacks.
She’s still a fish who can really only see what’s right in front of
her, and that, as before, is the beauty of Ellen DeGeneres’ vocal
performance-her high-spirited myopic exuberance. Yet each
new drop of memory triggers something in Dory, not so much
a change in identity as a gain in dimension. She still knows very
little, but she becomes someone who knows what she doesn’t
know. Under the sea, 13 year later, proves to be an even more
ravishing place than it was in “Finding Nemo.” The swaying
stalks of kelp are as majestic as the trees in “The Lord of the
Rings.” An irradiated octopus looms like a nightmare Cyclops,
and a big old grouchy hairy oyster who speaks in vaudeville
rim-shot jokes isn’t all that funny, but check out his ginormous
pearl! The gliding schools of fish and pulsating coral reefs glow
like creatures out of a psychedelic rainbow fairy land-which, of
course, is just what the bottom of the ocean is.

Children daydreams 
“Finding Dory,” like “Finding Nemo” before it, invites you to

dive in with your eyes, which is why these movies are submer-
sive daydreams for children. But it’s when the picture arrives at
the Marine Life Institute, a theme-park conservatory ruled over
with hilarious goddess-like force by the recorded voice of
Sigourney Weaver on the loudspeaker, that the movie takes off
as a swim-for-your-life slapstick adventure. Stanton and
MacLane use the ocean as a mystic setting, but they use the
Marine Life Institute the way Stanton used the spaceship in

“WALL-E”: as a fantastical playground. In a laboratory, Dory
meets Hank (Ed O’Neill), a scaly-slimy curmudgeon of an octo-
pus who is also a chameleon (he blends into everything from a
tiled wall to a metal stair banister to a “Hang in There, Baby!” kit-
ty poster). 

Hank, for all his quick-change artistry, is a casualty of captivi-
ty-he just wants to curl up in a boxy aquarium somewhere. But
bonding and redemption ensue, as does a voyage to the park’s
ominous inner sanctum, a place where fish are placed into
species containers and shipped off to deepest, darkest
Cleveland, where they will live forever as joyless specimens. In a
Touch Pool, children’s hands come down on the fish like bombs.
The fight against the crushing of the spirit is built right into the 

Pixar aesthetic, and it’s part of what animates Dory. She’s
looking to rejoin her parents, but she’s also looking to rescue
and liberate them. At a certain point, it will probably strike you
that the title of “Finding Dory” seems like a misnomer (albeit a
catchy one), since the story is all about Dory trying to find
Charlie and Jenny. But, of course, it’s really about Dory discover-
ing who she is after she gains the ballast of having a little bit of
memory. But only a little bit. Dory’s glory is that her amnesia
makes her totally responsive to life. She’s living in a pure exis-
tential state, unencumbered by the past, and that’s why she
gets things done. Her way of solving problems becomes a cre-
do (“What would Dory do?”), and it’s almost poetically funny
when she herself adopts the credo. The movie, in the end, is
about finding Dory. It’s about how the past, for her, isn’t really
so past. It’s just the ability to remember life as we’re living it, one
moment at a time. — Reuters 

‘Finding Dory’ is an ingeniously pleasing sequel 
Film Review

Kobe Bryant considers him a muse.
Harrison Ford says he elevates enter-
tainment to art. Seth MacFarlane calls

him “the single greatest talent working in
Hollywood.”

John Williams, creator of the iconic music
from “Superman,” ‘’Star Wars,” ‘’Jaws,” ‘’E.T.” and
“Jurassic Park,” is also the first composer to
receive the American Film Institute’s Life
Achievement Award. He accepted the honor
Thursday at a black-tie dinner at Hollywood’s
Dolby Theatre that’s set to air as a TV special
Wednesday night on TNT. Bryant, Ford and
MacFarlane were among the stars celebrating
Williams’ contributions to cinema. Steven
Spielberg presented his longtime friend and
collaborator with the award.

“Without John Williams, bikes don’t really
fly,” Spielberg said. “Nor do brooms in
Quidditch matches; nor do men in red capes.
There is no Force. Dinosaurs don’t walk the
Earth... You take our movies, many of them
about our most impossible dreams, and
through your musical genius, you make them
real and everlasting for billions and billions of
people.”

Williams has scored more than 100 films
and received an astounding 50 Oscar nomi-
nations. He also composed the theme songs
for Sunday Night Football, NBC’s “Nightly
News” and the Olympics. George Lucas said it
was Williams’ soaring score that “ensured that

‘Star Wars’ would live forever.” “And you did it
again with ‘Raiders of the Lost Ark,’” he said.
Bryant said he asked to meet with Williams in
2009 to learn how he approaches his work.

“I’m a passionate believer that everybody
needs a muse, and John Williams is one of
mine,” said the recently retired Lakers star.
“John’s music achieved a level of perfection I
wanted to reach on the basketball court.”

Other stars feting the composer from the
stage included Drew Barrymore, Tom Hanks,
JJ Abrams, Bryce Dallas Howard and Will
Ferrell, who wordlessly attempted to conduct
the audience in song. Broadway star Idina
Menzel was among the guests, and she stood
and sang a few notes. The 84-year-old
Williams said that when he first learned he
would be receiving AFI’s highest honor, he
thought, “I’m really much too young for a
thing like this.”

His career began in the 1950s as a paid
pianist for Hollywood studios and thrives to
this day. His latest composing credit is
Spielberg’s “The BFG,” opening in July, and the
next “Star Wars” installment. “I am enormously
grateful, as all composers are, to film, for giv-
ing us the broadest possible audience world-
wide that any composer has ever enjoyed,”
Williams said, thanking his mentors, musi-
cians and director collaborators. “Tomorrow
morning when I’m back at work,” he said, “I’ll
try to deserve all this.” — AP s

Spielberg, Lucas salute composer John Williams at AFI gala

Composer John Williams, left, poses with filmmaker
Steven Spielberg at the 2016 AFI Life Achievement Award
Gala Tribute to Williams at the Dolby Theatre on Thursday,
June 9, 2016, in Los Angeles. — AP photos 

Filmmakers Steven Spielberg, left, George Lucas, center, and JJ Abrams pose together at
the 2016 AFI Life Achievement Award Gala Tribute to John Williams.

Composer John Williams gestures to the audience during
the 2016 AFI Life Achievement Award Gala Tribute.

The one thing that fuels most awards
shows won’t really be present at the
Tony Awards today - suspense. The

night’s top award for best musical is a virtual
lock for “Hamilton.” Perhaps the only real nail-
biter is whether the show can actually win 13
awards, which would break the 12-Tony
record held by “The Producers.”

The rabid interest in “Hamilton” is one
thing producers of the telecast are banking
on to try to stem a three-year slide in viewer-
ship. New host James Corden will likely bring
his endearing, fan-boy vibe. “We’ll find out if
it’s a good choice on Sunday night,” the host
of the “The Late Late Show” said. He’ll be
returning to the Beacon Theatre stage where
he won a best leading man Tony for “One
Man, Two Guvnors” but said he will refuse to
impose himself onto the show.

“The truth is that once the opening is out
of the way, there’s not much time. We’re going
to try our best to have some fun. We have an
opening planned that will either work or not. I
hope it will be OK,” he said. “It really isn’t about
you. It’s about the nominees and the people
who are going to win. Our job is to usher that
along.”

Getting buzz from appearing on the tele-
cast can really dictate a show’s future, both on
Broadway and on the road. And, unlike last
year, the upcoming telecast won’t have to
compete with any NBA Finals games. Last
year’s telecast - hosted by Alan Cumming and
Kristin Chenoweth - was watched by a mere
6.35 million viewers. In 2014, it reached 7.02
million and captured 7.24 million in 2013.

Those tuning in this year will see musical
numbers from the nine nominated new and
revival musicals, including “Hamilton,” “Fiddler
on the Roof,” “Waitress,” “Bright Star,” “She
Loves Me,” “School of Rock,” “The Color Purple,”
“Shuffle Along” and “Spring Awakening.”
Gloria Estefan’s “On Your Feet!” which missed
the new musical cut, will also get to shine.

Taking selfies 
One highlight will be a duet between

singer-songwriter Sara Bareilles and Tony
nominee Jessie Mueller on the achingly beau-

tiful song “She Used to Be Mine” from
“Waitress,” a show about a waitress and pie-
maker.

During rehearsals this week at the Beacon,
the 12-member cast practiced their 4 1/2-
minute medley of “Opening Up” and “She

Used to Be Mine” wearing sweats and taking
selfies during down times when the cameras
needed to be reset. Their segment begins
with Mueller with her back to the audience,
holding a pie, and ends with her alone
onstage. In between, her cast-mates sing and
dance and Bareilles, playing a piano, joins
Mueller in a thrilling moment.

Christopher Fitzgerald, nominated for best
featured actor in a musical, has a lot on his
own plate. He’s in the opening number with
all the nominees, he’s in the “Waitress” medley
and he has to learn lines for a skit that leads to
a commercial. “Everything feels very bright.
There’s a lot of anxious love and panic all
mixed into a big Tony pie,” said Fitzgerald who
was also Tony-nominated for “Young
Frankenstein” in 2008.—AP

Queen Elizabeth II marked her official 90th
birthday Saturday by taking the salute at a
special military parade in London where her

vivid green outfit caused a sensation. After
Trooping the Color, members of the royal family
appeared on the balcony of Buckingham Palace to
watch a military flypast, including Prince William
and Kate with their children George and Charlotte.

Prince George, who is nearly three, waved at the
planes as they flew by, while one-year-old Princess
Charlotte, who was carried by Kate, blocked her
ears. The parade featured almost 1,500 uniformed
officers and their men as well as more than 300
horses. But it was the queen’s unusually bold dress
and hat combination in a green so bright as to be
almost fluorescent which caught the eye of many. 

On Twitter, some compared it to the color of
Kermit the Frog from Jim Henson’s TV comedy “The

Muppet Show”.  The queen favors bright colors for
public appearances so she can be easily seen by
crowds, though they are normally in more muted
shades.

Yesterday, she was accompanied by her hus-
band Prince Philip, who wore a ceremonial red mili-
tary uniform and bearskin hat. Thousands of people
flocked to see the spectacle. The queen celebrates
two birthdays as part of a royal tradition which
dates back over 250 years. The actual date of her
birth is April 21, 1926. But her official birthday is
also marked in Britain on a Saturday in June with
Trooping the Color. The birthday parade features
the Household Division of the British Army-seven
regiments traditionally seen as the monarch’s offi-
cial guards.

Today, a giant street party known as the Patron’s
Lunch will be held on The Mall outside Buckingham

Palace to mark the queen’s official birthday. The cel-
ebrations started on Friday with a service of thanks-
giving at St Paul’s Cathedral. Even Russian President
Vladimir Putin, whose country has frosty relations
with Britain, sent a message of congratulations to
the queen. The Kremlin said Putin “noted the rich
history of relations between the two countries and
expressed confidence in the further development
of constructive cooperation”. — AFP 

What will Tony Awards telecast
be missing? Suspense

In this Nov 1, 2015, file photo, James
Corden arrives at the Hollywood Film
Awards in Beverly Hills, California.
Corden will be hosting the Tony Awards
today. — AP

Britain’s queen wows in green at birthday parade

Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II looks across the
crowd with Prince Philip, right, Prince William,
centre, his son Prince George, front, and Kate,

Duchess of Cambridge holding Princess
Charlotte, left, on the balcony during the

Trooping The Colour parade at Buckingham
Palace in London yesterday. — AP 


